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We are continuously working to expand the capabilities of IDeaS solutions to address your business needs and improve your overall experience. With our ongoing commitment to incorporate user feedback in our solutions, we are pleased to announce the v4 Release of IDeaS Smart Space.

What’s New?

Space Utilization by Function Room

New options in Space Utilization allow you to monitor key performance indicators (KPIs) for an individual function room or a selected group of function rooms.

Key Highlights Include:
♦ Main Space Utilization graph can now be filtered to show one or more function rooms
♦ When two or more rooms are selected the graph shows aggregated KPIs
♦ A new graph, Utilization by Function Room, shows KPIs for each function room
♦ This new graph also includes Revenue Yield by Function Room allowing you to determine the percentage of optimal revenue achieved for each room.
♦ View Function Room Occupancy, Attendee Density and Revenue Yield for each room
Space Utilization Weekly Input Summary

The Weekly Input Tab now shows a summary of KPIs for each day.

Key Highlights Include:

♦ A new metric, Revenue Yield, allows you to determine the percentage of optimal revenue achieved for the day.
♦ Additional metrics summarized by day include:
  ♦ Total Attendees
  ♦ Attendee Density
  ♦ Function Room Occupancy
  ♦ Total Event Revenue

Daily Demand by Revenue

A new view on the Daily Demand menu allows you to see your demand by day as a revenue total.

♦ This new view is constructed in a similar format to Enquiry Analytics showing a bar for each day representing that day’s revenue total for all enquiries.
♦ Filter capabilities match Daily Demand by Status
♦ A Data Table shows specific amounts by day by status
♦ Drill-through capabilities are available from the Data Table
Learning Solutions
Help and Show Me Content
Updated Help content is available for the release, specifically those topics related to Space Utilization and Daily Demand. No changes are made to the Show Me content in the v4 Release.

Deployment
We are announcing the deployment of the v4 Release on the login screen at least two days prior to your scheduled upgrade. If you have any questions about the deployment, please contact SmartSpace.Support@ideas.com.

We sincerely thank you for choosing IDeaS as your partner and appreciate your support in helping us enhance your Meetings & Events operations.

Sincerely,
IDeaS PRODUCT MANAGEMENT TEAM